The future of x-ray astronomy depends upon development of x-ray telescopes with larger aperture areas (≈ 3 m 2 ) and fine angular resolution (≈ 1″). Combined with the special requirements of nested grazing-incidence optics, the mass and envelope constraints of space-borne telescopes render such advances technologically and programmatically challenging. Achieving this goal will require precision fabrication, alignment, mounting, and assembly of large areas (≈ 600 m 2 ) of lightweight (≈ 1 kg/m 2 areal density) high-quality mirrors at an acceptable cost (≈ 1 M$/m 2 of mirror surface area). This paper reviews relevant technological and programmatic issues, as well as possible approaches for addressing these issues-including active (in-space adjustable) alignment and figure correction.
Mono-crystalline silicon
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is developing a novel approach 33 to direct fabrication of thin segmented x-ray mirrors. A significant source of distortion in direct fabrication of thin mirror substrates is the release of internal stress during the removal of material from the substrate. For a perfect single crystal in its free state, there is no internal stress; thus, in principle, the only residual stress after removing material results from subsurface damage, which is mitigated by etching the surface. Figure 4 (left panel) identifies the steps in obtaining a thin x-ray mirror substrate from a block of mono-crystalline silicon. Figure 4 (right panel) displays maps of surface errors (a) of figured and polished region of a mono-crystalline-silicon block; (b) after slicing a thin mirror substrate from the block; and (c) after etching the cut surface on the back of the thin substrate to relieve stress due to sub-surface damage. The goal is to refine this process to achieve HPD ≈ 5″ in a couple years and HPD ≈ 1″ by the end of this decade 30 .
Static figure correction
The initial figuring during fabrication might leave residual figure errors that require correction in order to achieve the desired angular resolution. In addition, mounting-induced stress might distort the mirrors in the alignment and assembly of a mirror module. For thin mirrors, the challenge is to correct these figure errors with minimal force and, if possible, to do so in situ. As described below, several technologies potentially allow for figure correction of thin mirrors, perhaps in their mounted state.
Ion figuring
Ion-beam figuring of x-ray mirrors 34, 35, 36 allows low-force correction of figure errors. Indeed, it has been proposed 37 as a method for correcting mounted thin mirrors for x-ray telescopes. Care must be taken to minimize microroughness degradation during ion figuring, but this seems to be achievable when the amount of material to be removed is not large. 
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SUMMARY
Creating a large-aperture-area (≈ 3 m 2 ) sub-arcsecond x-ray telescope will be technologically and programmatically challenging. Achieving sub-arcsecond imaging with the thin, lightweight (≈ 1 kg/m 2 areal density) mirrors needed to satisfy mass and envelope constraints requires significant advancement of technologies. Further, to be programmatically viable, areal costs for mirror fabrication and alignment and assembly must be relatively low (≈ 1 M$/m 2 ) for the hundreds of m 2 of precision mirror surface areas needed for a grazing-incidence telescope with 3-m 2 aperture area.
Several technologies are under development for producing precision figured, thin x-ray mirrors. These include processes for initial figuring during fabrication and for post-fabrication figure correction-either static or active. Some methods are suitable for in situ figure correction of mirrors in their mounted state. Achieving precise and stable alignment and figure control may entail active (in-space adjustable) x-ray optics.
